HSBC Central Travel Account:

Connecting you
with the rest
of the world
By giving you a central account for all your air travel
bookings, the HSBC Central Travel Account connects
your employees with everywhere they need to be.
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For companies with air travel spend of more than
$250k a year, using HSBC Central Travel Account to
book through your Travel Management Company
(TMC) removes the need to use personal cards and
complements the individual corporate card. This places
the control back in your hands.
As with all HSBC Commercial Cards, the greatest
benefit is in the connections they bring.
We do not work with any partner banks
so the relationship with us is simple and
direct from the outset. This approach
extends to all your air travel bookings
and payments too.
Using HSBC Central Travel Account with
your preferred TMC means all reporting,
invoicing and payments for authorised
air travel, automatically fall in line with
your own policy guidelines. Central
Travel Accounts also allow you
to centralise booking of high value air
travel purchases, so that individual
corporate card limits are freed up to be
used for hotels and other incidentals.

And with up to ten additional customer
defined data fields captured at booking,
our enriched data reporting means
matching and reconciling all your
expenses is more accurate and easier
than ever.
With one central statement issued
monthly, gaining a consolidated view
of your total spend is efficient. With
integrated data and full reporting and
analysis, you benefit from process
efficiencies. In addition, the improved
visibility over spend helps you build
stronger relationships with your
suppliers and supports a stronger
negotiating position with them.
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How HSBC Central Travel Card Account works:
1. Lodge your card and air travel policy with your preferred TMC.
2. Your employee calls the TMC or goes online to book and pay for their air travel.
3. HSBC retrieves the invoice data from the TMC and matches it with the
transaction data.
4. HSBC provides you with enriched data every month so you can reconcile all air
travel expenses seamlessly.
HSBC Central Travel Card Account connects every step of the journey, giving you the
easiest way to manage your air travel payments whilst ensuring your employees can
be where they need to be.
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